Ancient jewelry from our collection, excerpt from the coloring book “A fresh look on Ancient worlds”, a project by University of Applied Science Hamburg and Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe Hamburg, illustration by Tanja Oster, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org
Ancient animals from our collection, excerpt from the coloring book “A fresh look on Ancient worlds”, a project by University of Applied Science Hamburg and Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe Hamburg, illustration by Sophie Ting Dittmer, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org
Greek vase from our collection, excerpt from the coloring book "A fresh look on Ancient worlds", a project by University of Applied Science Hamburg and Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe Hamburg, illustration by Andreas Lechner, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org
Ancient shards from our collection, excerpt from the coloring book “A fresh look on Ancient worlds”, a project by University of Applied Science Hamburg and Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe Hamburg, illustration by Liv Pedersen, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org
Explore and download the complete coloring book “A fresh look on Ancient worlds”, a project by University of Applied Science Hamburg and Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe Hamburg, with the QR code above, illustration by Whitney Bursch, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0

For more coloring pages, visit ColorOurCollections.org